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ABSTRACT

Episodic and spatial memory are commonly impaired in ageing and Alzheimer's disease. Volumetric and task-based functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies suggest a preferential involvement of the medial temporal lobe (MTL), particularly the hippocampus, in episodic and spatial memory processing. The present study examined how these two memory types were related in terms of their associated resting-state functional architecture. 3T multiband resting state fMRI scans from 497 participants (60–82 years old) of the cross-sectional Whitehall II Imaging sub-study were analysed using an unbiased, data-driven network-modelling technique (FSLNets). Factor analysis was performed on the cognitive battery; the Hopkins Verbal Learning test and Rey-Osterreith Complex Figure test factors were used to assess verbal and visuospatial memory respectively. We present a map of the macroscopic functional connectome for the Whitehall II Imaging sub-study, comprising 58 functionally distinct nodes clustered into five major resting-state networks. Within this map we identified distinct functional connections associated with verbal and visuospatial memory. Functional anticorrelation between the hippocampal formation and the frontal pole was significantly associated with better verbal memory in an age-dependent manner. In contrast, hippocampus–motor and parietal–motor functional connections were associated with visuospatial memory independently of age. These relationships were not driven by grey matter volume and were unique to the respective memory domain. Our findings provide new insights into current models of brain-behaviour interactions, and suggest that while both episodic and visuospatial memory engage MTL nodes of the default mode network, the two memory domains differ in terms of the associated functional connections between the MTL and other resting-state brain networks.

1. Introduction

It is estimated that by 2050, nearly one in four people worldwide will be over 60, with older adults outnumbering children under 14 (WPA, 2015). In a rapidly ageing society, it is becoming increasingly important to understand the biological underpinnings of cognitive function in older age. Decline in episodic memory is often the first clinical presentation in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and amnestic mild cognitive impairment, and the early stages of AD are also characterised by deficits in visuospatial memory (Lange et al., 2002; Serino et al., 2015). Medial temporal lobe structures, particularly the hippocampus, contribute to the processing of episodic memory as well as the representation of spatial information in the brain (Kumaran and Maguire, 2005; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Reductions in hippocampal volume and impairments in its structural connections to other brain regions are implicated in the episodic and spatial memory deterioration commonly observed in ageing and dementia (Delbeuck et al., 2003; Jack et al., 2004; Serino and Riva, 2014).

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have furthered our understanding of the hippocampus' complex role in supporting episodic and spatial memory. Task-based fMRI studies suggest a preferential involvement of hippocampal activity during episodic and
spatial memory tasks (Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Nadel et al., 2013; Robin et al., 2015; Ryan et al., 2009), but they tell us little about its relevant functional connections, which are usually studied using resting-state fMRI. In the resting-state brain, i.e. in the absence of a task, spontaneous activity within the hippocampus is synchronised (functionally connected) with a network of brain regions that together make up the default mode network (DMN). This resting-state network comprises the anterior and posterior cingulate cortices, precuneus, lateral temporal cortex, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule and medial temporal lobe structures (Buckner et al., 2008; Raichle et al., 2001). The DMN is typically engaged at rest and during internally oriented tasks involving autobiographical memory, and is deactivated during cognitively challenging or externally oriented tasks (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010a; Buckner, 2010; Spreng et al., 2009). Reduced functional connectivity (FC) of the DMN has been linked to memory impairment in AD patients and, not surprisingly, this network is the most frequently studied resting-state network in the context of memory decline. (Allen et al., 2007; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Damoiseaux et al., 2008; Ferreira and Busatto, 2013; Hafkemeijer et al., 2012; Mevel et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011).

Recent evidence suggests that the functional association of DMN with the hippocampus may vary based on cognitive demands. For instance, studies find synchronised activity between the hippocampus and DMN during episodic memory retrieval but not encoding, and between hippocampus and prefrontal networks during episodic but not spatial memory tasks (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010b; Huijbers et al., 2011; Robin et al., 2015). Moreover, it is not simply functional connectivity (FC) within the DMN but its anticorrelations (negative correlation) with other organized resting-state networks like the task-positive dorsal attention network and central executive network (CEN) that may be essential for supporting cognition (Nekovarova et al., 2014; Onoda et al., 2012; Spreng et al., 2016, 2010; Sridharan et al., 2008; Uddin et al., 2009).

Graph-theory and whole-brain rs-fMRI based connectome approaches allow us to expand on the traditional, more focused seed-based or single-network analyses, and examine these intra- and inter-network connections in greater detail (Cole et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2013; van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013). Such network modelling methods map the “functional connectome” by parcellating the rs-fMRI data into a large number of small distinct brain regions (nodes) using (for example) high-dimensionality independent component analysis (ICA), and subsequently estimating the FC (edges) as the temporal connectivity of node activity. These techniques have provided valuable insights into the organisation of the brain at rest, and functional reorganisation of network connections in ageing and dementia (Chan et al., 2014; Dipasquale et al., 2015; Geerligs et al., 2015; Grady et al., 2016; Sala-Llonch et al., 2015; Schouten et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2015).

Ageing is associated with domain-specific changes in cognitive ability, with declines in some but not other cognitive domains (Harada et al., 2013). The present study examined the resting-state functional connections associated with episodic and spatial memory using an unbiased data-driven network-modelling framework applied to 497 participants (60–82 years old) of the Whitehall II Imaging Sub-study. Given the vulnerability of these memory domains in ageing and AD, and task-fMRI evidence of their shared dependence on the hippocampus, we investigated whether, and how these two types of memory are related in terms of the underlying resting-state functional architecture supporting them. Specifically, we examined if associations between memory and resting-state functional connectivity were domain-specific and age-dependent.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Participants belonged to the Whitehall II Imaging Sub-study, and the study protocol and MRI pre-processing pipeline has been described in detail previously (Filippini et al., 2014). Briefly, participants were drawn from the Whitehall II study, a cohort of 10 308 British Civil Servants established in University College London in 1985 and followed-up for over 30 years across 12 waves. For the Whitehall II Imaging Sub-study, 550 participants were randomly selected from the parent study; a battery of cognitive tests was administered followed by an MRI scan at the FMRIB Center, Oxford between 2012 and 2015. rs-fMRI data from 497 participants were used in this analysis. Exclusion criteria were incomplete or poor quality MRI data and/or structural abnormalities on the MRI scan (e.g. large tumours or brain cysts). Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2. Verbal memory scores

Cognitive tests were administered by trained psychology graduates and psychiatrists and in the following order: Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), Trail Making Test (TMT-A and TMT-B), Lexical (letter: “F”) and Semantic Fluency (category: “Animals”), Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure (ROCF) copying, ROCF immediate recall, Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT-R) immediate recall, Boston Naming Test, Digit Span (forward, backward, ascending sequence) and Digit Coding (from the Wechsler Adult Intelligent Scale-IV), HVLT-R delayed recall, ROCF delayed recall and Test of Premorbid Function (TOPF) (Filippini et al., 2014). All tests were included in a factor analysis (except the MoCA which is a screening tool for cognitive impairment). Factor analysis was performed using an oblique rotation (direct oblimin in SPSS 21) to allow for correlation between factors. The verbal memory factor (largest factor, accounting for ~36% of the total variance) and visuospatial memory factor (accounting for ~7% of the total variance) were used in this analysis. HVLT-R (immediate and delayed recall) and ROCF (copy, immediate and delayed recall) loaded high on verbal and visuospatial memory factors respectively (Table S1, Supplementary Materials). The HVLT-R is a list learning and free recall task comprising three trials of 12 words and is used to evaluate episodic verbal memory decline in dementia (Shapiro et al., 1999). The ROCF test involves copying a complex geometric figure and reproducing it from memory both immediately and following a delay, and is used to assess visuospatial memory and constructional ability (Shin et al., 2006).

2.3. MRI analysis

T1-weighted structural MRI (multi-echo MPRAGE sequence with motion correction) and multiband echo-planar imaging rs-fMRI scans (voxel = 2 mm isotropic, TR = 1.3 s, acquisition time = 10 min 10 s, multi-slice acceleration factor = 6, number of volumes = 460) were acquired. Participants were scanned on a 3T Siemens Magnetom Verio (Erlangen, Germany) scanner with a 32-channel head coil, at the FMRIB Center, Oxford. Data were pre-processed using FSL tools (Jenkinson et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2004) as described in Filippini et al., (2014). Network modelling was performed using FSLNets (Smith et al., 2013).

2.3.1. Pre-processing and group-ICA

T1 images were bias field corrected, brain extracted and segmented into grey matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using FSL-FAST. Rs-fMRI data were pre-processed (motion correction, brain extraction, high-pass temporal filtering at 100s, field-map correction) using FSL tools. FIX (FMRIB’s ICA-based X-noisefilter) was used to remove the artefactual components that reflected non-neuronal fluctuations (Griffanti et al., 2014; Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014). FIX was trained using the WHII MB6.RData trained-weights file, which was generated from hand-labelling 25 participants from this study. This training file is available online (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/datasets/FIX-training/) and described, including the leave-one-out classification accuracy results, in Salimi-Khorshidi et al. (2014). The pre-processed and cleaned rs-fMRI scans were registered to standard space using FNIRT and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full width at half
maximum. MELODIC group-ICA with a dimensionality of 100 was used to generate the group-level spatial maps (or nodes) for 500 participants who met the inclusion criteria. Small dimensionality (<30) typically provide an estimate of whole resting-state networks whereas larger dimensionalities (>70) are used to define smaller nodes which can be used in network modelling analyses (Abou-Elseoud et al., 2009). As dimensionalities >100 show decreasing ICA repeatability, we chose 100 ICs, which is in line with recent studies adopting similar high-dimensionality ICA parcellations in multiband rsfMRI datasets (Miller et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2013). The resulting nodes were mapped onto each subject's rs-fMRI data to derive subject-specific time series (i.e. one time series per node for each subject) using the first stage of dual-regression (Beckmann et al., 2009; Filippini et al., 2009). Three subjects had incomplete cognitive tests and were excluded from subsequent network modelling analysis.

### 2.3.2. Network modelling and cross-subject statistics

The time courses were fed into FSLNets (v0.6) to perform network modelling (Smith et al., 2013). Of the 100 nodes, 42 were discarded as noise components (white matter, physiological noise, MRI or movement artefacts) and the remaining 58 nodes were used to create the network matrix (netmat or connectome). A similar ratio of signal:noise (55:45) components was found in the 100-dimensional group-ICA from thousands of subjects in UK Biobank data (Miller et al., 2016).

The netmat is a Node x Node correlation matrix, with each matrix element representing the correlation strength (edge or connectivity) between the corresponding pair of nodes. To obtain a better estimate of the direct connections between nodes, we used partial correlation coefficients (with rho = 0.01 in Ridge Regression option in FSLNets) that were converted from Pearson correlation r-values into z-statistics with Fisher's transformation (Smith et al., 2011). The 58 nodes were reordered according to a hierarchical clustering of the group-average full correlation netmat using Ward's method implemented in Matlab to generate the functional connectome. Each subject's partial correlation netmat was then unwrapped into a single row and combined across subjects to create a Subject x Edges matrix, which represents all the participants' connectomes. Each column (i.e. a given edge, estimated for all subjects) in this matrix was correlated with verbal and visuospatial memory scores using a linear regression in FSLNets.

Given the complex interdependence between age and memory (Fjell et al., 2014; Nyberg et al., 2012), we performed two regressions in FSLNets to assess if the associations between memory and resting-state functional connectivity were (1) domain-specific and (2) age-dependent. First, to test domain specificity, we included verbal (or visuospatial) memory as an independent variable, and GM volume (normalized to total intracranial volume), average head motion during the scan, and visuospatial (or verbal) memory scores as confounding covariates in a GLM with the edges as dependent variables. Second, to assess if the observed rsFC – memory associations were age-dependent, we added age as a further covariate to the above model. The FSL randomize tool with 5,000 permutations was used to correct for multiple comparisons (controlling family-wise error, FWE) across all edges. Results that were significant at FWE-corrected p < 0.05 are reported. Linear regression (with usual diagnostic checks) was performed in SPSS 21 with verbal or visuospatial memory as the dependent variable and age as the independent variable.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Socio-demographics and cognitive performance

Participants were 69.4 years old and the population characteristics reflect the demographics of the British Civil Service in 1985 at recruitment to the Whitehall II study; 80% of the participants in this study were male, with an average of 14.6 years of education. MoCA scores ranged from 17 to 30, and 145 participants (29.2% of sample) scored < 26. The HVLT-R and ROCF tests loaded highly on the verbal and visuospatial memory factors respectively (factor analysis displayed in Table S1, Supplementary Methods). Rotated factor scores were used in the analysis, but for descriptive purposes, the respective raw single test scores are shown below in Table 1.

#### 3.2. Functional connectome

The functional connectivity matrix produced by FSLNets was estimated for 58 distinct nodes derived from 497 participants (Fig. 1). Because the correlation matrices are symmetrical, both full correlation (below the diagonal) and partial correlations (above the diagonal) between the corresponding node pairs are presented in the same matrix (only the ridge-regularised partial correlations were used in the regression against verbal and visuospatial memory). Groups of highly correlated nodes were clustered together according to a hierarchical clustering. The clusters were categorized into five large-scale networks (visualized at the top of the matrix) based on the spatial characteristics of their composite nodes, viz. the insula/basal ganglia network (central and parietal operculum cortex, planum polare and temporalis, Heschli’s gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, thalamus, basal ganglia, precentral gyrus), sensory/motor network (precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, supplementary motor cortex, superior parietal lobule), visual network (medial and lateral visual cortices, cerebellum), default mode network (anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, lateral temporal cortex, hippocampal formation), and the fronto-parietal network/central executive network (CEN) (frontal pole, superior and middle prefrontal cortices, parietal cortex, supramarginal gyrus).

#### 3.3. Functional connection associated with verbal memory

One distinct connection, between the temporal node (node 57) and the frontal pole (node 48), was significantly negatively associated with verbal memory performance (FWE-corrected p < 0.05, correcting for grey matter volume, motion and visuospatial memory scores). The temporal node included the bilateral hippocampi, parahippocampal gyrus, and bilateral temporal fusiform cortex, and belonged to the cluster representing the DMN. The frontal pole node was part of the fronto-parietal/CEN cluster (Table 2). The two nodes showed a group-average anti-correlation, represented as a blue bar connecting the nodes in Fig. 2a (Z-statistic for group-average partial correlation = −7.02 for edge 57-48). Thus, greater temporofrontal anticorrelation was uniquely associated with better verbal memory.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>69.4 ± 5.2 (range: 60.3–82.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% male)</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>14.6 ± 3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total brain volume (l)</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey matter (%)</td>
<td>38.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter (%)</td>
<td>38.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrospinal fluid (%)</td>
<td>22.7 ± 2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA score (points)</td>
<td>27.2 ± 2.3 (range: 17–30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA score (% below 26)</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVLT-R Total recall (words)</td>
<td>27.7 ± 4.6 (range: 11–36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVLT-R Delayed recall (words)</td>
<td>9.3 ± 2.6 (range: 0–12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCF Copy (score)</td>
<td>31.2 ± 4.0 (range: 6–36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCF Immediate recall (score)</td>
<td>15.6 ± 6.6 (range 0–32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCF Delayed recall (score)</td>
<td>15.3 ± 6.2 (range 0–30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. Functional connection associated with visuospatial memory

Two distinct edges were significantly associated with visuospatial memory performance (FWE-corrected p < 0.05, correcting for grey matter volume, motion, and verbal memory scores): (1) edge 58-41 between the hippocampus (node 58, part of the DMN) and motor cortex (node 41, part of the sensory/motor network), and (2) edge 55-21 between the precentral gyrus (node 55, part of the auditory/basal ganglia cluster) and bilateral supramarginal gyrus (node 21, part of the fronto-parietal/CEN cluster) (Table 2, Fig. 2b and c). The hippocampal node included the bilateral hippocampi, the bilateral amygdala, and parahippocampal gyri. Both edges had a group-average positive connection, represented as red bars connecting the nodes in Fig. 2b and c (Z = 3.13 and Z = 3.35 for edge 58-41 and 55-21 respectively). Thus, higher functional connectivity between edges 58-41 and 55-21 was uniquely associated with better visuospatial memory.

3.5. Contribution of age to resting-state functional connections associated with memory

Both verbal (R² = 0.103, unstandardized B = −0.061 [95% CI: −0.077, −0.045], p < 0.001) and visuospatial memory performance (R² = 0.044, unstandardized B = −0.04 [95% CI: −0.056, −0.023], p < 0.001) significantly declined with age. Edges 58-41 and 55-21 remained significantly and uniquely associated with visuospatial memory after age was added as a covariate to the regression model in FSLNets (FWE-corrected p < 0.05, correcting for grey matter volume, motion, verbal memory and age). By contrast, the association between edge 57-48 and verbal memory was no longer significant after correcting for age.

4. Discussion

This study presents a resting-state connectome for the Whitehall II...
Fig. 2. Distinct resting-state connections representing episodic and visuospatial memory. (a) Verbal memory was significantly negatively correlated with temporal-frontal anti-correlation. Visuospatial memory was significantly positively correlated with (b) motor-parietal connectivity and (c) motor-hippocampal connectivity. The colour of the bar connecting the two nodes represents the sign of the group-average partial correlation (red: positive, blue: negative). Each subject's partial correlation edge strengths are plotted against the corresponding memory factor on the right. All images are thresholded at $z > 4$ for visualisation.
Imaging Sub-study that maps the intrinsic functional organisation of the brain. Using a data-driven network modelling analysis, 58 distinct functional nodes generated from a high-dimensionality group-level ICA were organized into five large-scale networks reflecting auditory, somatosensory, motor and visual activity, as well as higher cognitive processes like memory, introspection and executive function. Notably, this organisation is largely consistent with the resting-state networks that are commonly identified using low-dimensionality ICA and have been consistently reported in healthy subjects (Damoiseaux et al., 2006) and across disease states (Baggio et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2015). Here, we identified distinct resting-state connections that were uniquely coupled with verbal and visuospatial memory in late adulthood. Anticorrelated activity between the temporal and frontal nodes was related to better verbal memory, whereas higher hippocampal-motor and parietal-motor functional connectivity was associated with better visuospatial memory. These associations were independent of grey matter volume and are thus unlikely to be driven by global age-related grey matter atrophy. Of note, unlike with visuospatial memory, the associations between verbal memory and the respective rsFCs were dependent on age (this is further discussed in Section 4.3).

4.1. Episodic and visuospatial memory share a common MTL substrate

Neuroimaging studies in healthy adults and AD patients report preferential engagement of the medial temporal lobe, particularly the hippocampus, in episodic memory tasks (Desgranges et al., 2002; Grady et al., 2003). Pioneering cognitive models suggest that the hippocampus plays a crucial role in spatial memory (Cognitive Map Theory, (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978)) and episodic memory (Multiple Trace Theory, (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997)), and that hippocampal involvement in spatial representations may underlie its role in episodic memory (Maguire and Mullally, 2013). The resting-state functional interactions reported here provide support, in part, for all theories. We found that both verbal memory and visuospatial memory engaged the MTL nodes of the DMN (nodes 57 (temporal) and 58 (hippocampus) for verbal and visuospatial memory respectively). Previous graph-analytic approaches have suggested that the DMN is a heterogeneous network made up of two distinct subsystems: a “dorsomedial prefrontal cortex subsystem” including the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, temporoparietal junction, lateral temporal cortex, and an “MTL subsystem” including the parahippocampal cortex, hippocampal formation, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010b). Task fMRI studies have reported a shared dependence of episodic and spatial memory specifically on the MTL subsystem of the DMN (Robin et al., 2015). Notably, we report a similar reliance of verbal and visuospatial memory on MTL areas at resting-state, without make any prior assumptions about the organisation of the DMN. The two MTL nodes in this study exhibited a degree of spatial overlap in the parahippocampal gyrus and the hippocampus, but were differently placed along the anterior-posterior axis. Visuospatial memory engaged the relatively anterior MTL node, including the amygdala, anterior parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus while verbal memory decline was associated with the posterior parahippocampal gyrus, hippocampus, and temporal fusiform cortex. There are several competing theories on the long-axis functional specialisation of the hippocampal formation (Poppen et al., 2013). Some volumetric and task-fMRI studies support the segregation of episodic memory and encoding of novel stimuli to the anterior hippocampus, and navigation/visuospatial memory and encoding of familiar stimuli to the posterior hippocampus (Hirshhorn et al., 2012; Nadel et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2009). This view has been challenged by growing evidence for anterior hippocampal involvement in spatial representations, orientation, and encoding of novel spatial configurations (for reviews see (Poppen et al., 2013; Zeidman and Maguire, 2016)). More research is needed to determine whether the two MTL nodes engaged here are spatially specific to each memory type (i.e. node 57 for verbal vs node 58 for visuospatial), and/or if they reflect a more general MTL-based mechanism supporting both verbal and visuospatial memory.

4.2. Domain-specific dissociations in MTL connectivity

While the MTL nodes of the DMN were related to visuospatial and verbal memory processes, we observed that the functional connections of MTL with other brain structures varied depending on the memory demand.

Visuospatial memory was associated with connectivity between the hippocampus and motor cortex, and between the supramarginal gyrus and precentral gyrus. These temporal-motor and parietal-motor interactions are consistent with the cognitive abilities assessed by the copy and recall conditions of the ROCF test, viz. visual-motor function, executive skills, strategic planning and organisation, and visuospatial memory (Shin et al., 2006). By contrast, verbal episodic memory was associated with connectivity of the temporal fusiform/hippocampus and the frontal pole. Episodic memory is thought to rely on two interacting cognitive components, each with distinct neural correlates (Eichenbaum, 2009; Moscovitch, 1992), for review see (Shing et al., 2010). The associative component of episodic memory refers to the mechanisms that bind different features of an event into a cohesive memory episode, whereas the strategic component involves memory control operations like making use of existing semantic knowledge or internal/external cues to encode and retrieve memories (Shing et al., 2010). Animal models, lesion experiments, and human task-activation studies have inferred that the associative component of episodic memory relies on the MTL whereas the strategic component depends on the frontal and prefrontal cortices (Achim and Lapage, 2005; Moscovitch, 1992; Robin et al., 2015; Shing et al., 2010). Our finding is consistent with the two-component framework, and suggests that verbal memory in older adults may rely not only on discrete MTL and prefrontal processes, but also on the dynamic interaction between these regions and their functional organisation within the resting-state brain.

4.3. Domain-specific ageing effects

Age and cognitive performance are closely intertwined and it is arguably impossible to fully understand one without the other, particularly after mid-life when memory decline begins (Fjell et al., 2014; Nyberg et al., 2012; Singh-Manoux et al., 2012). Here, we observed a domain-specific dissociation in the dependence of the memory-rsFC relationship on age. Visuospatial memory was related to hippocampal-motor and parietal-motor connectivity in an age-independent manner, suggesting that these rsFCs may be on-going functional interactions that are continually present from young adulthood and maintained in older ages to support visuospatial memory. By contrast, age mediated the association between verbal memory and temporo-frontal anticorrelation. Collective evidence supports an early and preferential vulnerability of the episodic memory domain in ageing (Nyberg et al., 2012; Shing et al., 2010) and in our sample, age explained a greater proportion of total variation of verbal memory (~10%) than visuospatial memory performance (~4%). Ageing has also been associated with altered brain network dynamics between anti-correlated networks (Fox et al., 2005; Spreng et al., 2016). The temporo-frontal anticorrelation observed in this study likely reflects the functional specialisation of the parent large-scale networks (i.e. the DMN and CEN respectively). Anti-correlation between the DMN and CEN is considered a hallmark of the functional architecture of the resting brain and is essential for regulating brain activity (Fox et al., 2005; Nekovarova et al., 2014; Uddin et al., 2009). During cognitively challenging tasks, the DMN is typically deactivated whereas activity within the CEN is heightened. The two networks are also oppositely engaged during internally and externally directed cognitive tasks (Spreng et al., 2016) and this inverse pattern of activity between the DMN and CEN has been associated with better memory in younger adults (Hampson et al., 2010). Recent studies have reported age-associated
reorganisation of this functional architecture, with reduced anti-correlation of the DMN and CEN in older relative to younger adults (Sala-Llonch et al., 2015; Spreng et al., 2016). In the context of emerging theories supporting dedifferentiation and reduced segregation of brain networks in ageing (Chan et al., 2014; Grady et al., 2016; Sala-Llonch et al., 2015; Spreng et al., 2016), we suggest that age-related decreases in the functional specialisation of the DMN and CEN may contribute to verbal episodic memory decline in older adulthood. Our results provide a more focused evaluation of this network segregation, and suggest that it is the strength of the anti-correlation between the temporal fusiform/hippocampal and frontal components of these two large-scale networks that may support verbal memory in older adults.

5. Summary

Cognitive decline in ageing is proposed to be a result of life-long accumulation of processes that impact brain structural, functional, metabolic, and pathological systems in a multi-dimensional way (Walthov et al., 2014). With the rise in life expectancy, understanding the multi-system biological changes that support memory in older ages presents a timely challenge (Singh-Manoux et al., 2012). Our findings provide novel insights into the specific components of large-scale brain networks that relate to visuospatial and verbal episodic memory, in a relatively big sample with adequate statistical power to overcome inter-individual variability. Consistent with task-fMRI studies, we report a shared dependence of episodic and visuospatial memory on MTL nodes of the DMN in the resting-state brain. We propose that while the two memory types might rely on an MTL-associated mechanism, they differ in terms of the functional interactions of the MTL nodes; verbal memory recruits additional frontal areas, whereas visuospatial memory engages motor and parietal regions. Our results suggest an age-dependent mechanism for verbal memory decline that may rely on reduced anti-correlation between default mode and central executive networks. Longitudinal studies and studies across a wider age range will help clarify if age-related network dedifferentiation is directly related to verbal memory decline. Finally, we cannot make inferences about the directionality (node A→ node B or vice versa) of the connections reported here, and examinations of the structural connections between these nodes in healthy adults and patients with dementia would further our understanding of the complex role of the hippocampus in supporting these two types of memory.
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